Do the Right Thing Essay

Violence is an extreme form of aggression such as assault, rape or murder. But violence to me is anger most people do violence because they have a lot of anger in them the first thing is going to come to a teens mind is violence. That’s what violence mean to me.

Youth violence almost made me lose the person I love so much he always been there for me like a father always telling me “I want to see you do some sports.” Or make sure your grades are good and make sure your heads in them books that’s my bother. You don’t know how it felt to be woken up in the middle of the night hearing people crying from left to right. My mother and aunts rushing out the house because they got a phone call hearing my bother got stab and don’t know if he will make it. When I heard that it felt like the world just stop and I’m thinking all the negatives things like if he don’t make it that’s going to be there playing my fathers role.

Most youth violence is caused by peer pressure teens force other teens like me and you to enter gangs. There telling them good things about the gangs like you get to hold down your own guns and pocket knifes and they think its cool so they decide to join it because they think its going to be fun. Sometimes teens can lots
of anger building up and they take it out on anyone that mess with them or even step on there shoes. Other cause of youth violence is mental issues they can be going crazy and just go after any person they see they don’t care how old you are if your near them when there going to do what there going to do there going to kill you.

The things I can do about youth violence is putting an end to drug dealing trying to tell people I know that is not a good thing to sell drugs so if anybody ask you if you want to sell weed you say no and help put an and to drug dealing. Or maybe even setting a positive example and creating more leaders then followers because if your friends seeing your doing the right thing there going to want to do it to. Create more school programs and organizations. These things I think would stop youth violence.

Youth violence in Boston almost made me lose the men that I love most in this world that’s my bother I don’t know what I would have done if anything happened to him. Most teen violence I think is caused by peer pressure other teens force other teens like me and you to join gangs. Things people should do to stop youth violence is put an end to drugs. People being better role models make more jobs for teen to stay out the streets.